Machine-learning algorithms have been predicted to come into widespread use in the areas of prognosis, radiology, and pathology within the next few years, and diagnosis within the next decade, substantially increasing the power and ubiquity of existing clinical decision support software (1) . Recent examples include a deep neural network that is able to identify skin cancer based solely on images of skin lesions, performing as well as boardcertified dermatologists (2) . A different algorithm identifies trauma patients in need of intervention to reduce the risk of hemorrhage, increasing the chance of prompt intervention without the need for consistent expert monitoring (3) .
Consumers already have access to some machine-learning algorithms, such as smartphone apps that aim to identify developmental disorders in young children (4) . Further afield from basic medical practice, algorithms can guide the allocation of scarce resources across health systems (5) . How should algorithms like these be validated, regulated, and integrated into medical practice to ensure that they perform well in different populations at different times?
In a challenge for medical researchers and professionals, machine-learning techniques are typically opaque. They provide black-box algorithms for prediction or recommendation but do not explain or justify those results (5) . Some techniques do not identify any explicit relationships; for example, a neural network trained to identify tumors can identify them but uses opaque hidden layers to do so (6) . Other techniques may be able to list predictive relationships, but those relationships are so complex as to defy human understanding or explicit verification in any feasible time frame.
Although not all medical algorithms are black-box, black-box algorithms can allow the health system to leverage complex biological relationships well before those relationships are understood (5) . This raises a challenging question for the medical profession: Should machine-learning models be pushed toward those implementations that are more interpretable, more mechanistically modeled, and ultimately aimed at increased understanding, or should acceptable models include fundamentally black-box algorithms that are practically useful but provide little scientific insight? The former privileges scientific understanding, whereas the latter privileges immediate patient benefits. The question whether interpretability necessarily sacrifices performance is itself hotly contested, and the question of algorithmic interpretability in general is the subject of an expansive literature (https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08608, https://arxiv. org/abs/1606.03490). Nevertheless, it is already time to consider how to deal with rapidly developing algorithms, many of which are, at least for now, opaque, although questions raised may need to be revisited as the field evolves.
Black-box medical algorithms are also often plastic, changing in response to new data. This form of frequent updating is relatively common in software but relatively rare in the context of other medical interventions, such as drugs, that are identified, verified, and then used for years, decades, or even centuries. These two aspects of black-box medical algorithms-opacity and plasticity-require hard thinking about how such algorithms should be validated and regulated. Whereas scientific understanding provides only limited assurance of external validity, it provides some, and that assurance is missing for blackbox algorithms. To make validation more complicated, those predictions and recommendations may also change over time as the algorithm is updated to account for new data. This lack of explicit knowledge means that black-box algorithms often cannot rely on scientific understanding to provide baseline confidence in their efficacy, and do not themselves enhance understanding.
VALIDATION
Clinical trials may also be substantially harder to undertake, depending on the nature of the algorithm in question. For some black-box algorithms, clinical trials may be feasible. For instance, algorithms to identify indolent versus aggressive prostate tumors could be evaluated in clinical trial settings, as could algorithms suggesting differential drug response by disease class. Other algorithms would be much more difficult to evaluate through clinical trials in part because of small sample sizes (7) . One example is a currently speculative algorithm that uses many factors from a large dataset to predict an individualized increased stroke risk and to recommend individualized off-label drug use to reduce that risk. Demonstrating robust external validity through clinical trials is challenging even in more straightforward contexts (8) . Perhaps more importantly, to the extent that an ideal black-box algorithm is plastic and frequently updated, the clinical trial validation model breaks down further, because the model depends on a static product subject to stable validation. Last, traditional clinical trials are often slow, expensive, and limited in size, which limits the types of algorithms that can be feasibly developed. New clinical trial models that randomize algorithmic support embedded in electronic health records could help, but even these models face challenges in the ongoing validation of changing algorithms.
Instead, validating black-box algorithms will turn on computation and data in three related steps (Fig. 1) . The first is procedural: ensuring that algorithms are developed according to well-vetted techniques and trained on high-quality data. The second is harder: demonstrating that an algorithm reliably finds patterns in data. This type of validation depends on what the algorithm is trying to do. Some algorithms are trained to measure what we already know about the world, just more quickly, cheaply, or accurately than current methods; analyzing skin lesions to identify cancer falls into this category. Showing that this type of algorithm performs at the desired level is relatively straightforward; the initial developer and, ideally, independent third parties should test predictions against held-back, independently created, or latergenerated test datasets. Other algorithms optimize based purely on patient data and self-feedback without developers providing a "correct" answer, such as an insulin pump program that measures patient response to insulin and self-adjusts over time. This type of algorithm cannot be validated with test datasets.
The third and most important step of validation applies to all sorts of black-box algorithms: They should be continuously validated by tracking successes and failures as they are actually implemented in health care settings. The learning health care system (https://bit.ly/2T5Gcfg) is thus a crucial enabler of black-box algorithms, using clinical experience to enable retrospective or contemporary analysis of algorithm-driven outcomes to confirm algorithm quality. Newly collected data not only can validate existing algorithms but also can-and shouldimprove algorithms by enabling dynamic updates and improvements.
Algorithmic validation of these types would require increased transparency of details about algorithmic development: What techniques and datasets were used to develop the algorithm? Enabling the rapid deployment of highquality algorithms thus suggests a preference for making algorithmic development open and public rather than proprietary, given the inherent opacity, uncertainty, and plasticity of their actual predictive mechanisms. Such openness necessarily complicates the mix of incentives available for algorithm developers, because it eliminates the possibility of trade secrecy; patents are already difficult to acquire for black-box algorithms based on the recent Supreme Court cases of Mayo v. Prometheus and Alice v. CLS Bank, raising other questions for policy-makers seeking to facilitate algorithmic development (5) . Nevertheless, demonstrating algorithm validity is key to patient safety and the provision of high-quality medical care, and transparency is key to that effort.
REGULATION
Regulatory oversight is closely linked to validation. In the United States, medical algorithms fall within the purview of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which regulates the broad category of medical devices (8). FDA's default approach relies on controlling market entry by requiring pre-entry demonstrations of safety and efficacy, typically through clinical trials unless the product is low risk or an equivalent product is already approved. The 21st Century Cures Act allows FDA to regulate medical software if it analyzes images or does not allow a provider to understand and review the basis for its conclusions. FDA recently stated that it intends to exercise this authority for clinical decision support software with nonreviewable decision mechanisms, a category that includes most black-box medical algorithms (https:// bit.ly/2Drv5oO). Although the FDA's statement included little detail on the agency's thinking or how much evidence it plans to require, a different, relatively recent draft guidance suggests that fairly strict premarket scrutiny is likely (https://bit.ly/2OzJiVz). Unfortunately, this approach could keep a broad swath of black-box medical algorithms from use, given that traditional clinical trials may not be feasible and developers frequently will be unable to point to an antecedent alreadyapproved product, not least because the
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algorithms involved are opaque. When algorithms evolve in response to new data, strict premarket gatekeeping, which assumes a static product, becomes even less appropriate.
Instead, regulators could recognize that black-box medical algorithms-and potentially algorithms more broadly-should be regulated with methods that require validation while allowing room for flexibility and innovation. At the time of initial deployment, procedural checks could verify competent development and, in some circumstances, independently reproducible results. FDA's Digital Health Innovation Action Plan, announced in 2017, adopts at a pilot level a flexible approach focused on trusted developers and more postmarket review rather than product-level premarket review and could be adapted for black-box algorithms as appropriate (https://bit.ly/2A9XZLw). More flexible premarket evaluation, however, should be only part of the picture; more robust continuing oversight would be needed as algorithms are deployed and evolve. Oversight could be graduated based on the risks implicated by the algorithm, an approach FDA has recognized as appropriate for medical software (https://bit.ly/2ryTPd2). Ideally, such oversight would involve collaboration with other health care stakeholders and would incorporate continued feedback from data collected in learning health systems (7) .
This combination may seem risky and parallels calls for relaxed standards for drug approval that themselves raise substantial concerns about patient safety and drug efficacy (9) . Ensuring that postmarket surveillance is robust represents a real and ongoing challenge. Such oversight can be improved by continued involvement of other stakeholders in the health care system, facilitated by FDAmediated data sharing and transparency and by the ongoing development of learning health systems and real-world evidence strategies (10) .
MOVING FORWARD
Actually putting black-box algorithms into practice presents substantial challenges, but those challenges need to be addressed soon. A key task will be informing providers who may implement black-box algorithms in practice and setting the incentives and oversight mechanisms appropriately for those providers. Especially during the early stages of black-box algorithms, provider knowledge and expertise can provide an invaluable line of experience-based review. Providers can serve to evaluate the balance between a recommended intervention's risk and the level of confidence and evidence in that recommendation. If, for instance, an algorithm suggests a hidden risk of lung cancer that calls only for further testing or watchful waiting, even relatively low levels of validation might justify that recommendation. On the other hand, if an algorithm recommends forgoing a standard treatment, or treating an unknown indication with a powerful drug, provider experience could judge such a recommendation too risky in the absence of very strong validation. Providers can also help to balance an algorithm's goal of average, overall accuracy with the realities of individual patient experiences and the possibilities of rare diseases outside algorithmic training sets. Of concern is the possibility that such provider second-guessing could swamp the added value of algorithms; black-box medical algorithms should not be artificially limited to only those applications that confirm what providers already know. All of these considerations will take place within the confines of a medical malpractice system that often unfortunately promotes conservative practice over carefully adopting new technology.
Black-box medical algorithms provide tremendous possibilities for using big health data in ways that are not merely incremental but transformative. While potential benefits are significant, so are the hurdles to the development and deployment of high-quality, validated, usable algorithms. The technology is coming quickly, and the groundwork for its arrival should be laid now. The current path is worrisome. An easy default is for algorithm developers to keep everything as secret as they can. This might result in FDA eventually cracking down and demanding clinical trials, which could provoke industry backlash. Doctors and patients would lose out on potential benefits. This is an outcome to avoid.
A more engaged approach would combine regulatory flexibility, transparency, and broader involvement by different actors across the health system. Researchers, providers, and regulators alike should take notice of this rapidly approaching technology and begin to engage with challenging questions about how it should best be validated, regulated, and deployed.
